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Situation 

The chapter grew 8.26% to 118 members in 2017 but state-level invoicing was a persistent 

concern. Confusion existed about member status at chapter meetings and some prospects that 

never paid dues were inadvertently given member benefits. Other non-paying applicants were 

later identified but their dues had to be prorated due to the time lag. To address issues, the state 

organization launched a membership platform November 2017. While a welcome upgrade, it 

arrived at the start of renewal season without training. We commenced several research efforts 

immediately. 

 

Observations 
 Board members documented their renewal experience with the software: Board members did not 

know their login or that a login was necessary to access renewal rates; several did not receive the 

state renewal email; pre-paid meal options were missing prompting our chapter to temporarily 

create a work-around; invoices were not clearly identified as being from PRCA; and renewal 

payment notifications to local chapters was slow and inconsistent.  

 

Fact Finding State 
 A review of renewal actions statewide Nov 2017-Jan 2018 found a significant number of 

existing members who mistakenly reapplied for membership, causing incorrect invoicing and 

duplicate member records. Some dues were incorrect. Phone calls to new members uncovered 

other problems, from not getting invoiced and not knowing how to pay to several who had not 

completed the renewal process - but didn’t know. 

 

Fact Finding Local 
A review of chapter data allowed us to quantify other issues. Nonmembers paid at member rate 

for chapter meetings without challenge. Guests attended chapter meetings with no contact 

information collected. “Serial” guests did not receive an invitation to join. Student rosters did not 

reflect graduates. Meeting attendance records contained errors and omissions.  

 

Previous Research 
We consulted phone interviews conducted in 2017 ahead of a website refresh. Many of the issues 

raised were about membership processes. 

 

SWOT Analysis 

Issues were organized into a SWOT analysis to guide membership decisions for 2018. 

 

Key Takeaways from Research 

Our situation analysis indicated there were already many pain points in membership, and the new 

membership system could make things worse in the short-term. We recognized a new PR track at 

the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) as an opportunity, as was new member 

onboarding, students and guest engagement, but workflow issues had the potential to derail them 

and needed to be fixed first.  
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Planning –Audiences 

 

● Professional members: new/potential/former 

● Meeting guests who can be targeted for professional conversion 

● Graduating students who can be targeted for professional conversion 

● Lapsed professional members within grace period for renewal windows in 1Q and 4Q 

● UAH students in anticipating of a new student chapter 

2018 Membership Objectives  

 

● OB1: Achieve 75% professional net membership during 2018 renewal cycle (75% of 88 

professionals is 66 new and renewed)  

● OB2: Keep 2017 professional member loss during 2018 renewal cycle below 35% (35% 

of 88 professionals in 2017 is 31 non-renewals at end of cycle) 

● OB3: Starting post-renewal Feb 1, grow membership by 7% by end of year (for example, 

if we have 104 at the end of renewal cycle, then 7% of 104 is 7.2 more members).  

● OB4: Convert at least 3 non-returning members (someone who was a member in 2017 or 

earlier who did not renew by Feb 1). 

● OB5: Recruit membership at UAH among eligible students (started with zero UAH 

members at the end of 2017). 

● STRETCH OB6: Achieve 65% chapter attendance at state conference (67 members). 

 

We choose four strategies: Process and communication improvements, increased engagement 

touchpoints, member incentive and real-time tracking. 

 

Implementation 

Process and Communication Improvements  

 

Functional Testing. Found scenarios that delayed dues payment posting or prevented 

invoices from being sent automatically. Documented discoveries, developed new 

processes and created visual instruction sets for members and chapter admins. 

 

Improved Renewal Signposting. Clarified website login instructions with descriptive 

text to lead members to renewal. Listed dues in a different order to make the correct one 

easier to find. Added quick links to sidebar navigation. 

 

Renewal Process Education. Promoted renewal how-to during chapter meetings. 

Promoted instruction set on social and website. Message was “the process is easy, let us 

show you.” 

 

Faster Onboarding. Sent personalized, same day welcome emails. Included FAQ, 

member profile instructions, details on next event or chapter meeting and links to social 

accounts.  

 

Proactive Follow-up. Rather than wait passively, asked for and was granted access to 

State accounts for PayPal, QuickBooks and membership software backend. Maintained 

notes to Google Drive roster to keep a detailed record of emails and member interactions.  
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Recognized Membership Milestones. Announced our growth at chapter meetings, 

sometimes naming our latest new members. 

 

Student Recruitment Collateral. Created brochure targeting UAH students that 

promoted benefits of membership. Created another brochure for faculty advisors about 

dues process. 

 

Increased Engagement Touchpoints 

Leveraged State Conference. Hosted state conference and used for early engagement 

point. Made personal offers for members to attend conference. Offered discounts for 

those who joined and paid registration together. Invited UAH students to conference 

awards dinner. 

 

Member Recognition. Created recognition “cheat sheet” of new members for 

registration table. 

 

Leveraged Annual Workshop. Used workshop as reengagement touchpoint for 

members who had not been attending meetings. Sent personal emails. Engaged with 

attendees. Sent links to decks for those who could not attend. Added industry-specific 

track for federal agencies, government offices or government contractors – a valuable 

pool of potential members. 

 

Student Graduation Dates. Obtained graduation dates with student rosters so they can 

be targeted for retention as they near graduation. 

 

Membership Incentives 

 

Student Retention Incentive. Changed chapter bylaws to allow students to renew past 

graduation at student rates. Will be used as 2019 incentive to retain students past 

graduation. 

 

Year-End Recruitment Campaign. Created 4Q recruitment campaign with message to 

“join now and get the rest of 2018 for free.” Pushed through social and website. Used 

flyers at recruitment table during October’s workshop. 

 

Renewal Campaigns. Two campaigns, Jan-Feb for 2018 renewals and Nov-Dec for 

2019: Sent chapter email and social posts with link and instructions; chapter meetings 

slides; personal emails to members expired in grace period; personally addressing 

member questions and capturing pain-point data where applicable.  

 

BOGO Guest Conversion Campaign. Held November BOGO (Buy One Get One) 

event where guests come free with each paid member RSVP. Incentivized members with 

$25 gift card for every guest to convert to paid membership within a specific window.  
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Real-Time Tracking 

 

Membership Dashboards. Maintained Google Drive roster with dashboards for 

pro/student ratio, member types and payment status. Tracked against other chapters. 

Cross-referenced monthly RSVPs with roster for registration desk during chapter 

meetings. 

 

Additional Attendance Details. Recorded attendance at chapter meetings by name. 

Tracked dues errors and process time for specific functions like sending welcome email 

or adding to email distribution. Checked email bounces and personally reached out to 

update information.  

 

Historical Membership Research. Used chapter books, articles and board reports to 

recreate membership documentation back to 1981 to understand chapter’s growth 

patterns. 

 

Evaluation 

 

By all measures, NAPRCA had a powerful membership year. We grew 53%, ending 2018 with 

180 total members over last year’s 117, and as we overtook our initial objectives, we created 

new ones to maintain momentum. 

 

● OB1: At the end of the 2018 renewal window, our objective was 66 new and renewed 

professional members. We met our objective, recruiting 86 professionals. 

● OB2: At the end of the 2018 renewal window, our objective was 31 professional 

nonrenewals or less and we had 13. We met our objective, keeping professional member 

loss to just 15%. 

● OB3: Our February-December new member growth objective was eight new members. 

We met our objective with 48 paid members within the window. 

● OB4: Our objective was to convert at least three non-returning members from 2017. We 

met our objective by reclaiming seven before the end of the year, four within the 

specified window. 

● OB5: We met our objective to recruit UAH students, acquiring three plus a new faculty 

advisor.  

● STRETCH OB6: Our objective was to achieve 65% chapter attendance at state 

conference (67 members). We influenced 74 North Alabama people to attend, 60 of them 

chapter members. We missed our objective but came very close.  

 

However, those original objectives do not tell the whole membership story of 2018: 

 

● We surged ahead of other chapters with more members paid at the end of renewal 

window, a retention rate of 81.3% overall, and an impressive 98% retention of 2017 

professionals. 

● We grew NAPRCA total membership to become largest chapter with the most 

professional members overall, which is significant for two reasons: Professional dues are 

our primary chapter revenue source and, of the four statewide chapters with significant 
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student membership, NAPRCA is the only chapter with a student percentage less than 

50% (30% of NAPRCA’s total membership are students; the other three chapters are at 

53%, 64%, and 72% student members). 

● We beat chapter all-time records (set in 1998) for total membership and new members in 

a single year. 

 

Key Evaluation Takeaways 

 

Real-time tracking kept our roster clean. Monitoring dues payments eliminated confusion and 

allowed us to identify and correct billing errors and was accomplished in a reasonable time. 

There was zero revenue loss due to late invoicing. Additionally, our show-and-tell 

communication strategy coupled with personal communications to members clearly worked for 

renewals.  

 

We experienced mixed results with incentives. The annual BOGO event was sold out. 

Additionally, we track those guests and we are likely to see modest conversions into 2019. 

However, the member incentive for quickly converted guests was a bust – we had only one 

eligible application.  

 

We received 13 new member applications in 4Q compared to ten in 4Q 2017. Most of the results 

can be traced back to October’s BIG Marketing and PR Event; of the 13, eight new member 

applicants attended that event. We believe the simultaneous “Join now and get the rest of 2018 

for free” year-end recruitment messaging supported our year-end recruitment efforts. We made 

modest inroads with our new target audience of potential members from federal agencies, 

government offices or government contractors, ending the year with 28 members from those 

industry segments. 

 

In 2019, we can do more to recognize membership milestones. Specifically, we can announce 

our latest new members at chapter meetings by name, put them on slides each month as a social 

proof, and will use the website for new member spotlights. Finally, we can do much better with 

attendance details. We are now keeping track of guest and member attendance by name for 

engagement purposes, but the data is not readily available. Further, analyzing the data for 

engagement insights is harder than it should be (for a volunteer board in particular) and is being 

done after the fact instead of in real-time when it could make a difference. We need to identify 

ways to make this easier in 2019. 

 

Many of our tactics were no cost. We created the student brochure as an email attachment. 

Collateral for the BIG Marketing and PR event recruitment table and the $25 gift cards for 

member incentives were donated.  

 

The BOGO event cost the chapter $400 in free guest meals. While offering discounts related to 

conference cost the chapter a small amount in the form of dismissed application fees, the chapter 

made $1,413.26 in conference profit. We spent $144.56 in boosted social posts which was 

distributed across all social campaigns including membership recruitment. 

 

Summary 
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Armed with this evaluation of strategies and tactics from 2018, we can plan our year in 2019 

knowing we have a solid foundation for better record-keeping, analysis and visibility of progress 

to goals. We did a great number of things that worked well. Our biggest focus in 2019 will be to 

retain the members we successfully recruited while setting a reasonable expectation for 

continued growth.  
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